Pitt Collaborating With Other Researchers To Create Nasal Spray That Could Prevent Coronavirus Infection

In a collaboration between the University of Louisville, the University of Pittsburgh and Magee Women's Research Institute, researchers are...

Source KDKA-TV Online - May 07, 2020

Maybe coronavirus's aggressiveness could be changed by adding or subtracting sugar molecules from its spike protein

Adam M. Brufsky Professor of Medicine, University of Pittsburgh

Source The Conversation - May 07, 2020

The Obesity Puzzle

Germeroth, an assistant professor of psychiatry at the University of Pittsburgh, is working on a clinical intervention targeting the memories that...
Police: Pitt researcher's slaying didn't involve his COVID-19 work

...evidence that this tragic event has anything to do with employment at the University of Pittsburgh, any work being conducted at the...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 06, 2020

Knowing how to use data

...a research specialist in the Urban and Regional Analysis Program with the University of Pittsburgh's Center for Social and Urban Research...

Source New Pittsburgh Courier Online - May 06, 2020

'It will not be easy.' As labs begin to reopen, enormous challenges remain

...of SARS-CoV-2. Microbiologist Carolyn Coyne runs a 10-person lab at the University of Pittsburgh, where she studies how viruses infect the...

Source Science Online - May 06, 2020

Heinz Endowments approves $7 million to address racial inequity, criminal justice reform

A grant of $350,000 to the University of Pittsburgh is for research about disparities in the Allegheny County criminal justice system.

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 06, 2020

Chinese, COVID-19 positive people feel stigma from virus

While the coronavirus may be novel, tagging a region in naming an infectious disease dates back to the 19th century, when cholera that originated in...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 07, 2020
Brian O'Neill: A shrunken Pittsburgh still gets crowded

What adds to concern is that Pittsburgh "experiences one of the biggest proportional increases in daytime population" of any city in the country....

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 07, 2020